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Abstract. In recent years, global terrorism has accelerated its transformation and has been 

continuously upgraded. UCINET software is used to construct the network model of “time-area” 

and “target-method” relationship of international terrorist events. It also analyzes the singular value, 

summarizes the characteristics and development trends of current terrorist incidents, and proposes 

corresponding strategies for the fight against terrorism under the new situation. Combined with the 

impact on China’s anti-terrorism situation, it proposes the next step to effectively combat violent 

terrorist activities.  

Introduction  

Since 2001, the United States "911" incident, terrorism has become the global issues that threaten 

world peace and development, affecting the security of people all over the world [1]. In recent years, 

terrorism is spreading rapidly across the globe, and through a variety of models and tools, with the 

danger and increasingly destructive rise, governments have become major issues of 

importance.Social network analysis is a quantitative analysis method developed by the sociologist 

according to graph theory, mathematical methods[2]. It systematically describes and analyzes the 

relationship between social networks by mapping and analysis of internal human communities, 

groups, organizations and so on. Social Network of Knowledge Management that provides a new 

perspective, a new vision open, greatly enriched the study of knowledge management [3]. UCINET 

network analysis integration software mainly includes three parts: NetDraw, Mage and Pajek [4]. 

NetDraw can analyze both one-dimensional and two-dimensional data, Mage can display and 

analyze 3D data, and Pajek can be used for large-scale network analysis [5].Firstly, the relationship 

matrix is constructed. Then the network analysis tool UCINET is used to construct the event-related 

terrorist activity network map. Finally, the network characteristics are analyzed by numerical social 

network. 

Analysis of Terrorism Event From 2001 to 2017 Based on Social Networks 

Data Sorting 

For quantitative analysis of terrorist activity data it has far-reaching significance to study the 

situation and development trends. University of Maryland and the US Department of Homeland 

Security Centers of Excellence, the National Federation of terrorism and the response to terrorism 

research the creation of global terrorism database (GTD) is an open source database, including the 

1970-2017 terrorist attacks around the world the information is terrorism currently contains the 

most complete public database [6]. Which contains the date and location of the incident, the nature 

and objectives of the weapons used, the number of casualties as well as groups or individuals 

responsible for information. From 2001 to 2017 about 111855 terrorist incidents occurred, the 

number of trends can be observed that the occurrence of an event which Figure 1 
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Fig.1 The number of terrorist incidents worldwide trends 

 

Construction and Analysis of Terrorist Activity Network 

Because of the reported data, the internal terror relevant actors is not clear, little correlation 

between the content of a terrorist organization and a clear description of the suspect can not get 

specific association between the name and organization of terrorist activities staff [7].Therefore, 

large-scale data base in GTD as a sample, build relevant set to understand the relationship between 

them. 

According to "time - region" , "target – attack type" mode 2- established network of relationships, 

build networks mainly first build correlation matrices, followed by Net Draw UCINET software 

visualization analysis tools for automatic network construction. Figure 2 and 3 are "time - region”, 

"target – attack type" matrix log. 

 

 

Fig.2 "time - region"matrix log 

 

 

Fig.3 "target – attack type" matrix log 
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Figure 4, 5 are "time - region" networks, "target – attack type" networks of relationships. 

 

 

Fig.4. "time - region" networks of relationship 

 

 

Fig.5. "target – attack type" networks of relationship 

 

Singular value decomposition is a method of network data 2- mold behind Factors. By examining 

the singular value and its load factor to explain the value of each factor plays a role in the incident, 

in order to infer the character of the event.The results are shown in Figures 6,7 and 8,9. 
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Fig.6 Singular values of "time - region" 

 

       

Fig.7. Time and region scale 

 

 

Fig.8. Singular values of "target – attack type" 

 

   

Fig.9. Target and attack type scale 
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Singular Value Decomposition obtained, the first singular value accounted for 79.1% and 75.7%, 

accounting for a large percentage of the total, indicating that they are more important. SVD through 

further data analysis, it is considered that the first dimension (singular value) reflects the extent of 

the damage a terrorist incident, and the second reflects the degree of difficulty of the organization of 

terrorist incidents, and the third reflects the terror spread depth. The combination of these singular 

values, we can examine different events and factors in the size of the load values of the singular 

values, as shown in Table 10-2, the bomb attacks in the "destruction factor" load value of 0.858, the 

load "difficulty factor" value -0.387, supported on a "depth factor" value of -0.103, indicating a 

large degree of disruption of bombs generally, the lower the degree of difficulty tissue embodiment, 

the depth of damage is large. 

Summary 

Based on the theory of social network analysis, this paper studies the global terrorist activities. 

The multi-relational network model of events was constructed by UCINET, and some network 

characteristics were analyzed. The experimental results show that the results of visualization and 

data analysis are consistent with the actual situation.  

Terrorist activities, in the outside world to see, killing of the innocent and have great uncertainty, 

but that does not mean the terrorists in the implementation of any specific terrorist activities. On the 

contrary, the current terrorist activities are often achieved through careful planning and 

organizations to deploy, carefully selected target attacks. Therefore, the plan can be targeted 

effectively to combat terrorism. 
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